Valuable metals and minerals are becoming ever scarcer on Earth. The global population is steadily increasing. Thus, new sources of natural resources in space are now needed as an alternative to digging deeper into Earth. Therefore, a cost structure is proposed for generally improving the resource economy of metal and mineral commodities and energy resources based on the optimisation of residuals as regards resource exploitation on primarily an interplanetary scale. The introduced methodology involves business administration and economics theory and employs the previously introduced equality principle and the Efficient Use of Resources for Optimal Production Economy (EUROPE) model. The suggested theory is applicable in the solar system and the space-platform context. A case study shows how to in practice apply the findings on the USA exploiting natural and energy resources on asteroids and the red planet Mars. It is concluded that the presented methodology is useful for increasing the cost-effectiveness of mainly the occurring residuals when exploiting natural and energy resources and commodities outside of our own planet in space. Also, the equity of the distribution of such facilities is improved on all scales. The developed methods are suitable information support tools for decision-making in the management of natural resources, with emphasis on the economy of residuals on the interplanetary level as well as generally being applicable on ore mining. A proposed key figure enables management to immediately obtain an overall comprehension of the economic, technological and environmental performance of their interplanetary endeavours that hence continuously can be reviewed, monitored and evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
Shortly after the last ice age that ended some 11,500 years ago, there were few living humans as also have been the case when super volcanos occasionally have erupted [1] . 65 million years ago
The employed term space economy denotes the full range of activities and use of resources that create and provide value and benefits to human beings when exploring, understanding and utilizing space. The "space economy" was estimated at about $251 billion in 2007. More than 60 percent of the space-related economic activity came from commercial goods and services [12] . Here, the term "space economy" is applied to generally describe and encapsulate the phenomenon of financial transactions of all kinds related to different, commercial interplanetary activities in cosmos outside Earth.
The world's population will grow to 9 billion over the next 50 years [13] . This development imposes a possible need for new habitats outside our home planet to meet the increasing need for land to settle in for mankind. The findings in this paper promote the ambition to expand man's potential dwelling-places by facilitating the exploitation of distant worlds in cosmos.
No one knows with absolute certainty if a future deficit of metal and mineral commodities occurs [14] . Man does not know in detail how the ecosystems functions and how their elements are composed which complicates the design of remedies [15] . The crucial issue is how much confidence one can have in technology. Therefore, the debate continues [14] . Efforts to optimize the production and the use of commodities also in space are hence beneficial.
Therefore, the interest in space is not just scientific, it is also commercial. Exploitation of the resources of space could solve Earth's three major fulfilment problems: energy, mineral resources and food including water. The atmosphere of Mars could chemically be broken down to obtain substances that can be used as spacecraft propellants. Asteroids could be hollowed out to transform them into liveable habitats and could be mined for precious metals to be used in space construction projects. Also the comets and the moons of Mars could be suppliers of water. Helium could be extracted from moon rocks and radioactive minerals from asteroids could be used as fuel in fusion reactors [16] .
It should be noticed that habitable stone planets rich on metals and minerals exist only within a certain sector around a star. To close to the current star it is too hot and far away one finds cold gas giants like Saturn and Uranus. Also, the planet's sun must be stable in size and energy output and the planet's orbit must be close to circular so that the seasons are similar. The planet's atmosphere must provide oxygen, carbon and water and must also be transparent to certain radiation types but opaque to others. Seeing animals are well adapted to the Earth's atmosphere [17] .
Near-Earth asteroids and comets may be economical sources of raw materials for large space construction projects. It should be rather easy to move such objects within range of space-based industrial operations. Asteroids are rich in the metals and minerals that are necessary to build space facilities while comets provide the water and carbon-based molecules needed to maintain life [18] .
Tens of thousands of meteorites have been collected and studied in detail. Planetary scientists therefore know what asteroids are made of and that they contain valuable metals also from telescopic observations and taking spectra of asteroids. Radars tell about the properties of objects that come very close to Earth. All studies point in the direction of these resources being abundant in space. Such mineral deposits are very promising due to familiar experiences on Earth where geochemical processes produce small but highly concentrated ore deposits in the Earth's crust. Asteroids are namely mostly undifferentiated bodies that lack separation into core, mantle and crust. Thus, there is no need to seek out mineral deposits because the entire asteroid is an ore [19] .
The near Earth asteroids are primary targets to get resources for supporting the upcoming industrialization of space [20] . Materials that could be mined or extracted include iron, nickel, and titanium suitable for construction purposes, water and oxygen to sustain the lives of prospecting astronauts on site and hydrogen and oxygen to be used as rocket fuel. Metallic asteroids mainly consist of pure nickel-iron alloy. Such asteroids also contain several hundred parts per million of gold and platinum-group metals (PGMs) [19] . It has been estimated that a 30-meter long asteroid can hold as much as $25 billion to $50 billion worth of platinum at the current prices [21] . The right 80-meter asteroid would have more than $100 billion worth of commercial materials. A single metallic asteroid only 200 m across could be worth $30 billion at today's prices. A single 500-meter asteroid with a high concentration of platinum would contain the equivalent of all the PGMs ever mined on Earth [22] . The PGM material is valuable not just because it is scarce here on Earth but because it is a very useful element. It has good catalytic properties and is used for high-temperature crucibles etcetera [19] . The annual worth of the obtained resources for use on Earth and beyond is estimated to tens of billions of dollars' when mining asteroids [22] . Enriched ore from asteroids can be transported in very large cargo ships to Earth. Due to the low gravity in space, no heavy construction is required to encapsulate the commodities that are transported. In the future, teleportation represents an alternative to traditional cargo ships as a substantially more efficient mean of transportation in space [23] .
There are millions of asteroids in the main asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. There are perhaps a million more near-Earth asteroids that have drifted from this belt and assumed stable solar orbits closer to us [24] . Nearly 9,000 near-Earth asteroids are known today and more than 1,500 of them are considered to be easier to reach than the surface of the moon [25] . Legendary Russian rocketeer Konstantin Tsiokolvsky first articulated the concept of mining asteroids in 1903 [24] .
Studies of similar kind features, for example, an economic simulation model to bring down costs for a global organization focused on space infrastructure and economic expansion in order to plan, coordinate, fund and implement infrastructure construction [26] . However, no model seems to have been developed to by a single key factor simultaneously manage and optimize the economy, the technology and the environmental conditions of outer space being the main feature of this study.
Note that an efficient usage of resources and an efficient waste handling and recovery is a necessity also in space. Thereby the major goal is not to minimize wastes but to optimize the resource economy in order to transform as much of the input to products that profitably can be sold on the markets of all geographical levels. In doing so, a win-win situation is achieved since less residuals produced improves the resource economy which increases the profitability that in turn give more financial resources to invest in more efficient machinery that causes less wastes and so on.
One may claim that one can neglect wastes in the vast cosmos and that matter and energy exist in abundance if the right technology is available. However, the competition on the (interstellar) market will always force a need for an ever improved resource economy to raise the desired profits. Thus, the need to use the natural resources efficiently will always prevail and the first author's own EUROPE model will hence always be needed to optimize the production processes.
Besides, the continuing growth in space debris poses an increasing threat to, for example, satellites in economically vital orbital regions [8] . Waste management will hence be important also when man expands his geographical limits. In space, all equipment namely must be designed in a lean way and operate efficiently due to the limited room that one must work in in the surrounding vacuum. Therefore, wasting of all kinds must be avoided also in space.
The EUROPE model have shown to be applicable on, for example, mechanical workshops [27] , bulk industry [27] , construction [28] , landfilling [29] , waste baling plants [30] , ore mining [31] and landfill mining (in press). The EUROPE model is based on the generic black box concept and can be employed as soon as a production process takes place. This eon-old transformation of resources into goods will continue as long as life in any form exists. Thus, the concept advocated here is possible to apply on the exploitation of natural resources throughout space many thousand years in the future when man probably lives on platforms orbiting the planets and perhaps travels through cosmos as the common nomads in the history of mankind in order to colonize distant worlds. Mankind is hence likely to bring their administrative system of the past based on nomads and groups of people when man will establish dwellings between the planets in distant sun systems. Thereby, the work on the surface of the planets and the perhaps captured asteroids and comets is likely to be performed by remotely controlled or autonomous robots [32] . Turning a captured asteroid into an efficient Earth-shield appears to be quicker, easier, cheaper and safer than landing on an incoming impact-bound asteroid for altering its trajectory or destroying it [33] .
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Therefore, the objective of this study is to provide basic methods that managers on the UN and OECD levels can use to obtain guidelines for how to increase the cost efficiency of mining activities and similar schemes within the planetary system by the employment of the EUROPE model [28] that is based on the equality principle [27] [28] . In doing so, the equity of the distribution of natural resources and commodities is promoted due to the optimization of production residuals throughout our interplanetary system.
However, it may be argued that the cosmic expansion might be hampered by the fictive but extra costs that are employed in this study. This could possibly prolong the time before humans become independent of their home planet Tellus in order to avoid devastation due to a large meteorite impact and the like. In this context, it should be noted that the shadow costs that are allocated to unwanted phenomena in this study, are not really traditional costs or real burdens to the administrative units in question. No, they are rather a versatile tool to enable an efficient reviewing, monitoring and evaluation of how the optimization of the cosmic resource economy is progressing, the paramount objective being to promote the preservation of all the relevant knowledge and the diverse expressions of the civilisation of the humans or their successors in one form or the other.
METHODOLOGY
In this paper, a cost structure is proposed for throughout our interplanetary system optimising the exploitation of natural resources from a cost efficiency and equity point of view. The aspect of residual economy in relation to the exploration of space is emphasised. Thereby, the terms "bad" and "good" residual are here used in the traditional meaning even though a bad under certain circumstances could transform into a good. Thus, a break-even point could be defined for that.
Thereby, an introduction reviews the relevant history also in the geological context. Particularities of the exploitation of resources in cosmos are also explained. The previously introduced equality principle and the EUROPE model are applied in this context. Guidelines are presented for how to apply the methodology introduced for improving the cost efficiency of residuals on the exploitation of metal and mineral commodities and energy resources in an interplanetary and a space-platform context.
The survival of our species depends on the employed concepts for exploitation of minerals and energy in space including a fruitful sustainability discussion. In the future, this is a necessity in order to create a healthy economy throughout the planetary system. Therefore, the sustainability debate must be renewed and modern thinking, such as the novel concept introduced in the present paper, included. The framework of the conducted research should initially be limited to Earth's close surroundings in space since not being realistic to exploit other planet systems in the foreseeable future. Thus, the geographical limit of the work presented here is the solar system.
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The proposed model assumes a situation where the burdens of the cosmic exploitation endeavour are carried by a number of different sub-units within the current comprising administrative entity such as our solar system. Thus, when for example all the people of Earth can be considered to be just one big family without any personal difference in colour, creed or class, there will not be any sub-units to allocate cost to in competition with other sub-units that neither want to carry any unjustified economic burdens. However, this situation will not be realized in the near future.
A discussion section reviews and comment upon the major findings. The substantial outcomes of the study are presented in a conclusions, benefits and recommendations section. Suggestions for further research are given.
The scientific methodology chosen combines the study of: (a) what should be changed and how, and; (b) the development of theories and models based on the accumulation of knowledge presented in, in this case, a scientific paper. The scientific approach is mainly analytic.
A quantitative methodology is mainly applied. The theory is exemplified through numerical examples from within the planetary system of the sun.
The validity of the developed methods is promoted by the application of commonly accepted traditional theory of economics based on scientific results and long experience of its practical usage. The reliability is ensured by using relevant standard works and peer-reviewed scientific papers as input to the present study.
THE EUROPE MODEL BASED ON THE EQUALITY PRINCIPLE
A new way of looking at the global distribution of wealth connected to the distribution of natural resources and commodities is needed. Otherwise, the long-run process of achieving planetary and interstellar equity and environmentally acceptable conditions may be slowed down.
The shift in paradigm that is argued for here involves equating residual products with regular products in terms of the allocation of revenues and costs. This approach is termed the equality principle [27] [28] and forms the basis for the forthcoming discussion. It represents a modernized sustainability-thinking in space, by time, throughout the entire known universe.
The residuals of the different studied natural resources are regarded as a regular output which is mathematically considered in Equation (1). This equation is used for the additional allocation of costs to a certain resource residual through multiplication by the total costs in question that as fictive costs are to be allocated by splitting them up in their proper proportions.
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where = The Proportionality Factor that proportionally allocates costs (and revenues) to (2) = A certain bad residual from a certain resource and/or commodity produced.
(3) = The regular, good resource output and/or the regular product output of goods.
(4) = Sum of all the different residual fractions produced, i.e. all the bads.
Sort: kilogram, litre, Joule or monetary value.
Equation (1) represents the economic implications of the equality principle and is termed the model for Efficient Use of Resources for Optimal Production Economy (EUROPE) [28] . Of course, when applying Equation (1), a suitable production or an administrative unit must be defined, depending on the circumstances, for example, a production line on a certain planet, a space-platform or an exploited asteroid.
Thus, shadow prices, or shadow costs, are obtained that induce strong economic incentives to reduce the unwanted residuals which these shadow costs are allocated to. If fully regarded, the financial statements that the relevant actors present, for example, will hence be affected in a way that optimizes the excessive occurrence of residuals and the failure to utilise it productively. Thus, the equality principle is an economic instrument.
It is important to notice that the shadow costs, which emerge when the EUROPE model is applied on a producing unit, do not exist in reality but are purely fictive. These shadow costs mainly serve the purpose of being a versatile tool for management to review, control and evaluate the producing activity in question but they are intended to exist just as a parallel book keeping system that does not at all affect, for example, the bottom lines in the traditional profit and loss account and balance sheet.
Thus, managers should use the EUROPE model mainly to increase the efficiency of the production apparatus by pin-pointing the residual phenomena that primarily must be reduced in an order of declining economic importance until the whole enterprise or project is optimized as regards its efficiency of its resource usage. Therefore, the use of shadow costs advocated here will in no way hamper the corporate will to expand in the short run since the traditional Venetian method of double-entry book keeping is separately maintained with the novel concept presented here serving as a back-up to improve the management function.
For economic reasons, the production apparatus of industry will hence be forced to become more efficient. Above all, the ratio of utilising the purchased material and the energy input will improve if the fictive shadow costs that occur when the equality principle is applied are fully considered. Thereby, both the economy, the technology used and the environment will improve due to less residual products being produced.
Also in the distant future, the EUROPE model will be possible to use successfully since it considers the universal production unit in the form of a black box with its connected input and output and the corresponding, minor outflow of usually unavoidable residuals. The black box concept is here considered to be eternally generic and the EUROPE model is hence likewise.
INTERPLANETARY ECONOMY THEORY

General remarks
Below, the theory is outlined for how to apply the equality principle on different administrative levels, also in the cosmic context. Thereby, the paramount objective is to promote the long-run survival of the human race.
A situation is also considered when material and energy resources in the future are available in abundance. Therefore, the creatures living in the future can probably afford to be materially generous.
The developed theory is applicable on all geographical levels, all the way from a single machine in a workshop up to the whole planetary system. The comprising administrative entity that constitutes the basis for the calculations in the cosmic context hence can be as shown in Table 1 .
Note that the theory developed here with due modifications is equally applicable in the robot, the Milky Way and the local galaxy cluster perspective. 1. One or more exploiting nations on a certain planet; 2. One or more whole exploiting planets in a sun system; 3. One or more exploiting space-platforms in a star-fleet orbiting one or more exploited planets, asteroids or comets.
Metal and mineral commodities
The total cost for mining and excavation of all the natural resources goods within the planetary or space-platform based exploiting and comprising administrative unit is denoted .
Equation (1) gives: commodity = commodity / ( commodity + commodity)
where commodity = A certain bad residual from the production of a certain commodity at a certain planet, asteroid and/or comet (7) commodity = R The regular planetary and/or space-platform based production goods of all the certain commodities (8) commodity = All the related different planetary and/or space-platform based residual fraction bads produced (9) Linnaeus ECO-TECH ´14, Kalmar, Sweden November [24] [25] [26] 2014 within a suitable production facility or an administrative unit in space, for example, a production line on a certain planet, a space-platform or an asteroid, on an annual or other time limit basis.
Sort: kilogram, litre or monetary value.
commodityR is multiplied with to obtain the shadow cost to additionally allocate to different units' government budgets within a certain comprising administrative unit. This multiplication is done in proportion to all of the units' budgets for exploitation of natural resources. This item is denoted commodity where is short for the term Resource EXploitation Optimisation Fee or a fictive extra exploitation cost in spite of the term fee being more rational to use. commodityR = Shadow cost allocated to commodity = commodity * (10) commodity R , the part of commodityR to as a shadow cost additionally allocate to a certain administrative unit's government budget, i.e. unit , is given by Equation (11) . 
Energy resources
Equation (1) gives:
where energy = A certain spillage bad from the production of a certain energy resource at a certain planet, asteroid and/or comet (15) energy = The regular, planetary and/or space-platform based production goods of all the certain energy resources (16) -26, 2014 energy = All the bad spillages of the planetary and/or space-platform based energy production and utilization (17) within a suitable production or administrative unit on an annual or other time limit basis.
Sort: Joule or monetary value.
energyR is multiplied with to obtain the shadow cost to additionally allocate to different administrative units' government budgets within a certain comprising administrative unit in proportion to all of the units' budgets for exploitation of energy resources. This item is denoted energy . energy = Shadow cost allocated to energy = energy *
energy R, the part of energy to as a shadow cost additionally allocate to a certain unit's government budget, i.e. unit , is given by Equation (19) . 
Multiple exploitation objects
Weights ( ) can be conferred to different space objects of interest when exploited according to management's or the current authorities' preferences.
is allocated to the object in question in relation to its relative importance compared to the other objects of the same kind within the current system limit. In the case of exploiting nations on a planet, exploiting sun system's planets and/or exploiting space-platforms, the Total Resource EXploitation Optimisation Fee ( ) can be calculated as follows: -26, 2014 = Resource EXploitation Optimisation Fee for the exploiting entity calculated employing equation (11) and (19) involving shadow prices (24) = The weight conferred to nation on a certain planet, planet in a certain sun system and/or space-platform in a star-fleet respectively (sort less) (25)
within a suitable production or administrative unit on an annual or other time limit basis.
Equation (22) can be used for management or the authorities to obtain an overall comprehension of the incremental improvement of a certain space object operation. By applying Equation (22) on the entire set-up of different exploiting entities at a time, one gets a tool that enables an immediate flash-light review, monitoring and continuous evaluation of the on-going space exploration activities.
Summarized theory
Summarized, the theoretical findings of this study can be collocated in the general Equation (26) for the exploited resources and/or commodities by the exploiting nations, planets and/or space platforms. Equation (26) is useful for throughout the solar system simultaneously optimize the resource economy, the technology used and the environmental conditions when undertaking projects for exploitation of all kinds of commodities, material as well as immaterial. Thereby, less incentive-creating shadow costs allocated to a certain exploiting entity implies a more efficient handling of the fraction(s) in question since it then represents less disadvantageous but fictive costs that occur when applying the EUROPE model. Equation (26) hence constitutes a versatile tool for managing, measuring and evaluating all kinds of physically exploiting character throughout the planetary system of the sun.
In Table 2 different possible meanings of the terms and factors in Equation (26) are shown for an increasing geographical magnitude in space. The is to be understood as any shadow cost that depending on the circumstances should be allocated to the general residual that is to be optimized within a suitable production or administrative unit. In doing so the emerging but fictive shadow cost affects, for example, the current contribution margin of a certain product from a factory or the public sector borrowing requirement (PSBR) of a nation.
Consequences of the space-economy theory
The factor, the factor and the factor will force the nations, the planets and the space-platform fleets of interest to utilise the material resources and the energy resources in question within the sun system and the star-fleet in question in a more cost-effective way due to the economic incentives that are induced by an unfavourable increase in the final public sector borrowing requirement (PSBR) of the administrative entity in question. Thereby, the most costly national exploitation programmes in relative terms are most negatively affected by the employed shadow costs.
And the more of the , and/or the that is allocated to a certain nation, planet and/or space-platform, the less cost-effective is that nation's, planet's and/or space-platform's exploitation of the total natural resources and its usage of the total energy resources in relative terms and the more economic incentive is imposed on that nation, that whole planet and/or that space-platform to become more cost-effective and produce less mining and excavation and energy related final residuals throughout the sun system and/or the star-fleet in question. Note that in the future, the term "nation" could denote a number of space-platforms.
The technological level will be raised throughout cosmos due to the economic incentives that stems from the occurring shadow costs. Managers on all levels will namely put pressure on their Linnaeus ECO-TECH ´14, Kalmar, Sweden November [24] [25] [26] 2014 colleagues that are responsible for the technological development to improve the efficiency of the current production apparatus. Otherwise the fictive but useful shadow costs will become too substantial when the proposed equality principle is applied in this context. Also, the environment will be improved in space. The total environmental degradation stemming from produced residuals will namely decrease throughout cosmos due to the economic incentives to reduce the existence of residuals that occur when the equality principle is applied. 
CASE STUDY: THE USA EXPLOITS AN ASTEROID AND THE RED PLANET MARS
General remarks
The proposed methodology is applied on the USA exploiting the natural and energy resources on an asteroid and the red planet Mars respectively as a case with data from the real world. The USA is chosen as the study object since it is a well-known actor in space-travel and because economic data from USA is easily available. The comprising administrative unit in the case study is the solar system. The example shows the general applicability of the theory. In a similar way it can be applied on exploiting planets, robots, space-platforms and whole galaxies in the case of creatures from the Milky Way exploiting, for example, the Andromeda galaxy.
The general idea is that shadow costs for the residual tellurium when the USA exploits platinum on an asteroid and the shadow costs for the energy spillage when the USA exploits uranium on Mars is allocated to a certain nation (USA) on Earth in proportion to that nation's part of the total, global cost for exploitation of our solar system in relation to all the nations on Earth performing space exploration. Shadow costs can also be allocated to one or more space-platforms when a certain fleet of such platforms exploits a number of planets or asteroids of commercial interest. The important thing is to know how big part of the total shadow cost for a phenomenon to be optimized that a certain, exploiting unit should carry in order to obtain a tool for reviewing, monitoring and evaluation of the on-going exploitation activities in terms of the technological efficiency, the profitability and the impact on the surrounding environment that simultaneously hence are optimized by the proposed model that is based on the equality principle invented by the first author.
Metal and mineral commodities
The total global cost ( ) for mining and excavation of all the natural resources within the solar system outside Earth is assumed to be $100 billion. According to the OECD statistics, the gross domestic product (GDP) of the USA for industry, including energy, during recent years amounts to approximately $2 trillion [34] . Five per cent that is to say $100 billion of this national industrial output seems to be a reasonable amount to initially allocate to cosmic industry costs for the whole Earth. Half of the approximate GDP for industry, including energy in the USA that is to say $1 trillion is regarded to be a reasonable amount for the future global production of goods within the solar system outside Earth, here denoted commodityR . A total estimated cost for a mission to mine an asteroid of $5 billion is almost certainly low [35] . The commodity R value of the tellurium residuals in the case study is assumed to constitute a fifth that is to say $1 billion of this estimated, low cost for mining an asteroid. The total value of the residuals produced within the solar system outside Earth is set to ten times that value that is to say $10 billion, here denoted commodityR. The annual total global cost for exploiting commodities within the solar system outside Earth is estimated to amount to five times that value that is to say $50 billion, here denoted total commodityR . The corresponding cost of the USA is set to half that sum that is to say $25 billion, here denoted USA . The values of the case study in 5.3 for energy resources are allocated in a similar way. Thus, the employed values in the case study are grossly rounded so to just show the general applicability and realism of the proposed optimizing theory.
Equation (1) gives: commodity = commodity / ( commodity + commodity) = 0.1% (35) where commodity = Value of the residual tellurium when producing platinum at an asteroid = $1 billion Compare Equation (7) (36) commodity = $1 trillion Compare Equation (8) (37) commodity = $10 billion Compare Equation (9) 
Linnaeus ECO-TECH ´14, Kalmar, Sweden November [24] [25] [26] 2014 within the solar system on an annual basis. commodity Ris multiplied with to obtain the shadow cost to additionally allocate to USA's government budget in proportion to USA's budget for exploitation of natural resources within the solar system in relation to the total global budget for exploitation of natural resources within the solar system. This item is denoted commodity USAR . commodity = $100 million Compare Equation (10)
commodity USAR , the part of commodityR to as a shadow cost additionally allocate to USA's government budget, i.e. unit , is given by Equation (40) commodity USA = commodity * USA / total commodity = $50 million (40) where USA = COmmodity Exploitation Cost of USA within the solar system = $25 billion (41) total commodity = ∑ = $50 billion (42) = 1, 2, …, planetary and/or space platform based cost of commodity exploiting Earth nation within the solar system = 1, 2, … ,
Energy resources
The total cost for mining and excavation of all the natural resources within the solar system is assumed to be USD 100 billion and is denoted . Uranium is a basis for producing nuclear fuel.
Equation ( 
within the solar system on an annual basis.
energy is multiplied with to obtain the shadow cost to additionally allocate to USA's government budget in proportion to USA's budget for exploitation of energy resources within the solar system in relation to the total global budget for exploitation of energy resources within the Linnaeus ECO-TECH ´14, Kalmar, Sweden November 24-26, 2014 solar system. This item is denoted energy USAR . energy = $100 million Compare Equation (18) (47) energy USAR , the part of energy Rto as a shadow cost additionally allocate to USA's government budget, i.e. unit j, is given by Equation (48).
energy USA = energy * USA / total energy = $50 million (48) where USA = ENergy Exploitation Cost of USA within the solar system = $25 billion (49) total energy = ∑ = $50 billion (50) = 1, 2, …, planetary and/or space station based energy exploiting Earth nation within the solar system = 1, 2, … ,
DISCUSSION
The present paper shows how the equality principle for equating residuals with regular products in economic terms can be applied to traditional economics theory in an interplanetary as well as the global perspective by the use of a uniform methodology that works equally well when applied on everything from the output from a single machine in a production line in a factory to exploitation of commodities across the whole galaxy cluster. However, the system limit and a suitable calculation-unit must be set. This somewhat generic approach is here shown to enable a financially sound basis for environmentally friendly management of exploitation of natural and energy resources throughout cosmos in order to secure the long run survival of mankind.
The developed theory shows the principle of corporate-internal shadow prices being applied on the planetary and the star-fleet levels. The overall goal of the study was to investigate the possibility of adapting the proposed methods invented by the first author in a cosmic context.
The applicability and realism of such methods is indicated by the developed expressions for how to estimate the , and values of the residuals in question. The illustrative case study produces a reasonable commodity USAR and a likewise reasonable energy USA R of $50 million respectively that as purely fictive but incentive-increasing shadow costs are intended to be additionally added to the public sector borrowing requirement (PSBR) of the USA. In doing so the resource economy can be improved in the exploitation of platinum on an asteroid and uranium on the red planet Mars.
Thus, there appears to be no specific obstacles to applying the proposed methodology to the space industry. The methodology suggested can be assumed, therefore, to be generally applicable to all activities that are related to the exploitation of commodities where residuals are produced.
The paper shows how the principle of in economic terms equating industrial waste with normal Linnaeus ECO-TECH ´14, Kalmar, Sweden November 24-26, 2014 products -the equality principle -can be combined with traditional economics methods so as to provide a financially sound basic theory for the management of resource exploitation in space. The developed equations show the possibility to apply this principle according to the proposed EUROPE equation (1) to the governmental budgets which produces a substantial negative impact on the exploiting nations', planets' and space-platforms' budgets by increasing, for example, the national PSBR. This is due to the corporate-internal shadow costs associated with residuals and the shadow costs that subsequently are assigned to the corresponding exploiting objects.
Environmental impact weights are elaborated upon and declared possible to be combined with the mathematical principle for estimation of the , and values. The proposed general equations (22) and (26) illustrate the logical consequences of in a summarizing way applying the equality principle in the macroeconomic scale on all possible geographical levels and time-perspectives.
One may argue that the transfer of costs from the "goods" to the "bads" is somewhat distorted. However, no known estimation method yields results that are completely valid.
A direct link exists in the present study between economic losses and the existence of residuals by, for example, cost redistribution and weighting of the impact of the different exploiting entities and the exploited resources and/or commodities. Thus, economic pressure is exerted to introduce measures that reduce waste at the source. Thereby, also the production efficiency is enhanced.
This reduces both the production of residuals and the distortion that occur in the cost allocation. The distortion becomes less when the co-ordination increases as regards accounting principles for a steadily enlarged geographical area in which the suggested approach is employed. A trade-off hence takes place between economic exactness and technological and environmental benefits.
The main purpose of applying the equality principle is not to maximize company and other kind of profits, but rather to improve the probability for our species to survive, as one form of life or the other. Experience shows that, in the long run, conservation of natural conditions and maximization of profits tends to be consistent with one another.
The approach described here is not considered as being limited to the current phenomena described in this study. The methodology is suggested to be applicable to any industrial activity producing solid or energy wastes provided that the presently known laws of nature are valid.
The results presented here will promote the acceptance of a novel way of regarding waste from a space-economic perspective and encourage the development of alternatives to traditional taxation practices, the aim being to increase the economic incentives to optimize the resource economy by reducing industrial waste and changing the attitudes towards it. It is hoped that this study will promote a change in the perceived status of most residuals in general through emphasizing the financial impact of shadow prices on the expenditures and receipts of governmental budgets at different administrational levels.
Budgetary costs are hence linked to the production of residuals in terms of the redistribution of costs between regular products and residuals. In doing so, economic pressure is exerted on nations, planets and space-platforms to introduce effective measures to promote reduction of Linnaeus ECO-TECH ´14, Kalmar, Sweden November 24-26, 2014 wastes at the source. Thereby, also the production efficiency and the profitability are enhanced. For example, forecasts, budgets and receipt and expenditures accounts for external use that governments present affect the excessive occurrence of residuals and the failure to utilise it productively in a strictly financially encouraging way. Appropriate official recommendations and voluntary environmental agreements for assessing industrial wastes are needed. This may be required to force cosmic entities to improve the sustainability and productivity of resource use.
The study will change the perceived status of, for example, mining waste through the financial implications of the use of shadow prices in the developed theory on expenditures and receipts. Hopefully, the basic approach of this study will be adopted by the interstellar authorities of the future, accompanied by a paradigmatic shift towards long-term sustainable production regarding the perception of residuals.
Residuals which are unavoidably produced can be reduced and utilized in better ways. Then, a substantial contribution can be made to the waste-reducing ambitions of central authorities, the overall goal being the achievement of the long-run survival of Homo sapiens or their successors such as the robots.
The general approach of the proposed methodology here employs economic theory as an umbrella-solution based on mathematics. This is a strength that makes the application of the model independent of, for example, technological parameters and fluctuating ambitions to modify the physical surroundings since such phenomena here are expressed in purely monetary terms.
A weight factor approach is introduced. It is intended to promote ambitions related to, for example, environmental policy. However, the major feature of the model is the anticipated industrial and environmental changes and redistribution of wealth in a global context through expressing most factors of reality in encapsulating monetary terms.
As another important feature, management obtain a corporate-internal and flexible tool to at the same time optimize, monitor and evaluate the performance of their mining or energy project. This is accomplished by reducing the existence of non-profitable fractions by providing economic incentives to mainly excavating the matter of commercial interest, fraction by fraction in order of declining economic relevance. Continuous study of the development of the overall shadow cost enables the general performance of the current project to be followed and immediately obtained through the key figure provided by Equation (26) .
The somewhat less good precision concerning which actors that are and should be affected most when the proposed theory is implemented is a minor weakness of the work. The precision in the calculations when the methodology is applied can never the less be improved by, for example, auxiliary algorithms that may be developed and integrated with the EUROPE model to improve the current methodology.
The introduced approach will influence the distribution of wealth throughout cosmos. When applied, the invented tool will reshuffle revenues and profits from mining activities and the like through increasing the efficiency where most needed. The administrative entities showing the least cost-effective mining and energy-utilisation industry will encounter the heaviest disadvantages enforced by suitable cosmic actors to improve the utilisation of their assets. Thus, these less efficient entities are likely to over time improve their governing budgets more than Linnaeus ECO-TECH ´14, Kalmar, Sweden November [24] [25] [26] 2014 others in relation to their original performance. The distribution of wealth related to the exploitation of natural resources and commodities will also be affected. Those actors showing the least profitable industry will namely benefit most from the results of this study if applied in reality which hence also by time promotes the cosmic equity.
A situation is foreseen where man or his artificial successors travels through cosmos in the same way as the nomads on Earth of the past in full harmony with their surroundings without taking more than what they need to survive. In other terms, greed might not any longer destroy lives anymore when man explores the Universe in a similar fashion as the tribes of indigenous people that sometimes are regarded as primitive by representatives of our Western, ever more consuming but perhaps not sustainable, civilisation. In doing so, the results presented here will support the decision making of the star-fleet commanders of the future when trying to optimise their necessary ambition to exploit the natural resources in outer space in order to preserve civilisation.
Future decision makers throughout cosmos will hence on a daily basis apply the results presented here. The consequences of the theory will initially be noticed for the single entities. Valuations related to, for example, global warming and trade emissions aspects, social and equality aspects plus gender problems and so forth are less relevant due to the strictly mathematical nature of the introduced theory.
End users in space for the proposed methodology would be as follows:
• high authorities on all universal levels wanting a monitoring tool for the industrial performance and means of correction to improve the cost-effectiveness and physical impact related to the exploitation of natural and energy resources, metal and mineral commodities; • governments wanting an investment appraisal tool to evaluate the general performance of, for example, major plants that takes into account views of the universal neighbourhood, to avoid, for example, protest actions and mass hysteria; • governments wanting to design new survival-promoting legislation;
• courts that fix punishments related to actors' current physical impact;
• authorities wanting to apply industrial legislation in space, and;
• parties wanting to estimate and monitor the physical impact of an actor with respect to its emission and pollution levels, expressed in monetary terms.
The validity of the methods developed here is satisfactory due to the mainstream theory of business administration and economics being used as the theoretical basis for the study. The fruitful usage of the traditional economic theory in question points in this direction. The reliability of the study is acceptable due to the usage of relevant standard works and peer reviewed scientific papers that back up the outcome of the study.
Further research will study how to specifically adapt the proposed theory to the exploitation of asteroids that often are claimed to consist of many commercially valuable components. Perhaps can a technological method for "trawling fishery" of asteroids rich on strategic metals and rare minerals on Earth be developed and made fruitfully compatible with the equality principle.
Linnaeus ECO-TECH ´14, Kalmar, Sweden November [24] [25] [26] 2014 The EUROPE model may also be adapted to encompass the promising possibility to utilise the valuable water produced by geysers on moons such as the ice-covered Europa that encircles the giant gas-planet Jupiter. In the cosmic context, water is as good as gold since water is a prerequisite for life itself. Thus, it ought to be studied how to apply the equality principle also on the optimisation of water-production in space, not just for optimisation of physical matters and energy-related phenomena as is the case in this paper.
Exploitation of nutrients could also be the object of optimisation by application of the equality principle. A method cold hence be developed for how to use the EUROPE model on nutrients.
Finally, future guidelines for sustainability in space may be designed. In doing so, the basis could be the findings when applying the equality principle on the conditions in the solar system in accordance with, for example, the Gaia hypothesis, which postulates that the biosphere is a self-regulating entity with the capacity to keep our planet healthy by controlling the interconnections of the chemical and physical environment [36] .
CONCLUSIONS, BENEFITS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this paper it is studied the economics of the exploitation of natural resources in space. The proposed theory is useful when focusing on economic and pollution-related aspects of such activities. The findings show utility for supplying Earth's population with natural resources.
The developed methodology enables an efficient and sustainable use of natural and energy resources through the economic incentives that are provided by the present results to accomplish reduction of residuals at the source. The main features of the presented research are as follows:
1. It decreases the negative impact of residuals on the environment and the bodily health by an integrated approach to solve these problems simultaneously; 2. It provides a tool for the support of investment appraisal that can be implemented on exploitation projects which increases the economic benefits, initially at the asteroid and planetary level; 3. It enables an immediate flash-light review of mining and excavation schemes on a global and space-platform scale expressed in a single shadow cost as a key factor; 4. It generally increases the efficiency and the sustainability of the use of natural and energy resources in the present time and for the foreseeable future; 5. It increases the cost-effectiveness and equity of activities related to the exploitation of natural and energy resources and metal and mineral commodities in the cosmic context.
The over-all conclusions based on the presented theoretical findings are as follows:
1. The presented research shows a good usefulness when focusing on the cost related aspects of the management of residuals from natural resources throughout space. 2. The findings will improve the cost-effectiveness and the equity in the entire known Universe due to the proposed economic incentives leading to a better utilisation of the natural resources and a major redistribution of wealth respectively.
